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A Cryptocurrency preparedness community
1. Introduction
The Revelation Coin Project is a grass roots crypto research, development and
implementation project based on the expectation that in the future there will be a forced
implementation of a cashless, one world currency implemented by the leader of a one world
government.
1.2 Purpose
The development of this coin and the implementation and maintenance technologies and
research are based upon the Biblical prophecy in the book known as The Book of Revelation
which was penned by inspiration by John circa AD 94-96 during his exile on the island of
Patmos.
Revelation 13:16-17 - “And he compels all both small and great, both the rich and the poor,
both free and the slave to be marked with an inscription stamped on their right hand or on
their foreheads, so that no one will have the power to buy or sell unless he or she bears the
stamp that is the beast or the number of his name”.
This is where the name Revelation Coin (or Rev Coin for short) is derived from.
Based on this prophecy, other prophecies and current events it is believed that it is a matter of
time until currency/money as we know it (known as fiat) will be eliminated as a valid exchange
for goods and services and a new one world currency controlled by one world government will
eventually be implemented. This will be known as a complete “cashless society”. It is our
opinion that blockchain will very likely be the means by which this is accomplished. It is also
our opinion that blockchain (prepared and properly developed) can also be used to solve the
very same problem it will be a part of (see 1.3 and 1.4).
1.3 Objective
Our goal is to develop a means for those who wish to bypass this mandatory mark and one
world currency system.
We plan on doing this through blockchain and will continually
develop and partner with individuals and technologies in order to be prepared for this event
and have a system in place that can be used by those who wish to have another source to
trade for goods and services (other than the centralized and completely cashless banking
system soon to come).
We realize that technology is constantly changing so through volunteers and initially paid
developers we will continually develop this project to achieve this goal and stay ahead of the
technology curve while also introducing newer technologies and methods to provide an
alternative coin when the need arises. Those who are holding Rev at that time will initially be
in a way off better off position.

We will be continually implementing the latest online and offline techniques to enable us to
equip the individual to trade and barter without one world government interference.
As our contributors and partner numbers grow as well as our funds we will be able to achieve
optimal preparation for this event. We consider this project a “shared project” among those
with the same concerns and encourage input and discussion primarily through Telegram
(http://t.me/revelationcoin); a tool where individuals can share ideas.
1.4 Preservation of Project
The Revelation Coin Project will eventually become a completely community driven coin.
Once the proper agenda is achieved the project will be run by a coalition. This will keep and
preserve the integrity and intention of the project. While a business model will be necessary
for the launch and growth of the project it is necessary in the future to move to a complete
community model as then the death, resignation or change of philosophy or allegiances of
individuals will have little to no impact.
Also, the project will not run on any individualized servers or run in any specific location or
locations. It will be modeled in the likes of ARPANET (TCP/IP) in which it cannot be stopped
by closing locations or shutting down servers. This is one of the greatest areas where
blockchain will become the projects greatest asset.
Example:

In a transaction, computers from around the world are recording and verifying. In this
example, if computer D is taken down the rest of the computers will still control, verify and
record transactions.
If we were to make the scenario 100,000,000 computers recording and verifying transactions
rather than merely 8 computers, we can then see exactly how REV coin transactions will be
able to continue in spite of any efforts to stop it.
Keep in mind that this is a very basic and simple illustration. As technology advances, it

becomes more complex to circumvent shut down attempts. This is where the Revelation
Coin Project will set itself apart from all the other cryptocurrencies as REV's primary purpose
serves to continually research and develop technologies to stay ahead of the one world
currency agenda which will formulate technologies to shut down blockchain’s decentralization
ability and the ability to accommodate anonymous transactions as we know it.
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The Revelation Project Coin (aka REV Coin) Technical

SpecsName: Revelation Coin Project Token
Symbol:

REV

Standard:

ERC20

Platform:

Ethereum

Coin Supply: 20,000,000,000
Address:

0xe6Be436DF1Ff96956dfe0b2b77FAB84EDe30236F

Decimals:

18

2.1 Distribution
A total of 10 billion coins will be given away for free to anyone who wishes to receive them.
The process will involve filling out a form with a proper Ethernet ERC20 compatible wallet
address (see website or contact support for help) for the coins to be sent to. This process of
giving out free coins is called “airdropping”.
The amount to be airdropped (given out for free) will be in the amount of 500,000 REV coins
for everyone while supply lasts. The team reserves the right to adjust this amount at any
time.
Team reserves the right to burn any coin not distributed in the airdrop.
The Revelation Project Team will not conduct an Initial Coin Offering, private sale or any other
form of sale.
The remaining 10 billion will be reserved for team members, advisors, promotions, marketing,
research, development, overhead and any other pertinent needs deemed necessary for the
purpose of maintaining and advancing the project.
The team reserves the right to burn reserved coins if it is determined that it is for the better
good and direction of the project.
2.2 Supply
There is a 20-billion-coin total supply. There will never be more than this supply. There could
be a lower amount should the team decide it’s in the best interest of the project. This could

take place if not all coins are given away for free (known as airdropping) and/or if it is decided
the held supply needs to be lowered for the good of the project. The process of lowering the
total supply of coins is called burning (see 2.1).
3.

Future Development

In order to stay ahead of the rapidly changing technology curve, The Revelation Coin Project
is a constantly evolving project designed to ensure that the coin serves it’s purpose when the
time comes.
As development and research continue to set forth however, we will still ensure that The REV
coin can be used in the present time. Use of the coin now ensures that the coins will be
properly distributed and that a complete infrastructure will be in place when REV coin is no
longer optional but necessary for those who refuse to be part of a one world
government/banking system. In short: Adoption now will make for a smoother transaction
later.
4.

Team Information

Currently, we have a small development team and a marketer. At this point, they wish to
remain anonymous. Based on the sensitive and controversial nature of the project we will not
publish anyone's identity who wish to remain anonymous. Also, we have some who work for
other crypto organizations and it would be detrimental for them to be associated with other
crypto organizations. As people join who wish to be published and known we will consider
posting these individuals names.
Anyone who officially represents the team will conduct themselves in a professional and
respectful manner.
5.

Disclosures

The Revelation Coin project is an independent group of individuals with likeminded ideas.
We are not a part of or affiliated with any nonprofit organization or religious organization.
The Revelation Coin is not an investment offer.
investment and is not for speculative purposes.

It is not intended to be used as an

As clearly stated in this whitepaper the purpose of REV coin is for trading between individuals.
This whitepaper is subject to change as the project moves forward, however, the clear goal of
the Revelation Project will remain.

5. FAQs

Won’t people merely use gold and silver if such a thing occurred? Gold and silver have
been long in place as a bartering tool. Just as always though gold bars and any other
bartering tools are impractical to carry around. Also, keep in mind that the government may
outlaw and/or order a confiscation of these commodities (It has happened before. U.S.
President Roosevelt outlawed gold in 1933). This is where REV coin will come in place as it
can be carried both by small media offline and/or online means that cannot be confiscated.
Is this a Christian thing? While it is obvious that our name and hypothesis does come
from a vision given to a follower of Christ and some of our team members are indeed
Christian no one is excluded from participating in this project nor from owning, trading or
bartering with Rev Coins. Many people who are not Christians believe that we are moving
closer to a one world currency and cashless society system. This coin was designed for an
event, not a dogma. Note: The prophecy states that ALL people will be required to carry a
mark (subject to a tyrannical government monitoring and tracing every monetary transaction)
not just proclaimed Christians so this event will affect everyone.
What if I don't believe it? That's fine, this project is not for you. Move on to another
project. We are not here to change your mind, debate nor impose any belief up you. This
project is strictly for those who have come to the conclusion by either Biblical prophecy,
noticing world events, or any other means think there will one day be a tyrannical one world
government imposing a one world currency upon the population.
What if I want to get involved? If you have pertinent skills and feel that you could contribute
to the cause, contact us. This is a joint venture project and to ensure that this coin is never
subject to the coming new world order it must be distributed and contributed by a wide group
of individuals and groups. We encourage you to join our telegram group, a great place for
sharing of ideas.
Aren't there enough decentralized systems out there to use if a one world centralized
currency is implemented? We don’t think so.
Based on the wording of Biblical
prophecy it appears that most will be done away with. It is arrogant to think that the current
blockchain in place is and always will be perfectly immune to a one world centralized currency
agenda. It's also relative to point out that no crypto projects are specifically preparing for such
an event. Once the one world system is implemented it will be too late to prepare or at the
most, they will be well behind the eight ball. We at the Revelation Coin Project plan to be
well prepared ahead of time to take the necessary precautions in order to ensure that a
system will be solidly in place specifically for this event. This gives us an advantage since all
of our resources and research are dedicated specifically to this.
Do we have to wait until a one world currency system is in place to start using REV
coin? Absolutely not. You can start sending/receiving REV Coin immediately. While
developing strategies and technologies is the number one priority of the Revelation Coin
Project we will also seek out partners (merchants) and payment processing systems that will
provide a use for REV Coin before these world events occur. This will serve the purpose of
A) provide immediate use among supporters and B) will begin circulation and by doing so the
REV coin system of trading will long be in force long before any such events. By having a

working and in place real use infrastructure of trade before a one world currency system
exists it will have holders of REV Coin prepared and ready and allow system implementation
and changes to be better suited when the time comes that use of REV Coin will no longer be
optional but necessary.
Why a 20 billion supply?
One of the greatest problems of bitcoin today is less supply, which results in manipulation of
bitcoin by a group of people called whales. we don’t want to face such problems as bitcoin
and we are working hard to limit the percentage to drop and to use the rest for ongoing
development. Ultimately, we want to make sure that Rev Coin will get into enough hands at
a reasonable price in order that all may be prepared and equipped to have a working trade
system in place.
What's to ensure that Revelation Coin will not be done away with like the other
cryptocurrencies in order to fulfill this prophecy?
While we can't predict the future and
there are no guarantees that it will not, we believe that by preparing for this event Rev Coin
technology will have the best chance to be ready for it. Conversely, zero preparation leads to
zero chance.
While the Bible doesn't say there will be an alternative currency to the one
world currency, it is silent on the matter as well. We believe it’s a fair assumption to think that
since there will be a group of people who do not conform that there will be an alternative cash
method as well.
Why are you using Ethereum/ERC20?
We are using ERC20 now, but this is a starting point to get the project off the ground and
known.
It is our opinion that many people are already familiar with ERC20 tokens and already have a
wallet system in place to accommodate them (via MEW, Metamask, Mist, etc.), This will allow
the REV token to be more easily and readily available to be received via airdrop.
Also, the Ethereum blockchain allows the provision that the REV Coin cannot be taken down
as there are no specific servers and server locations that it is run on.
We do plan to leave the Ethereum blockchain (ledger) and find an even more suitable
blockchain/technology in the near future (see timeline).

